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Explore Felix Dankevitch's board "Modern illustration",
followed by people on Pinterest. See more ideas about
Drawings, Artists and Dibujo.
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10 Contemporary Illustrators You Should Know About |
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Illustration can turn an average website into something really
unique, it's a This essay discusses the loss of the aura in
modern arts such as.
Aesthetica Magazine - Defining the Art of illustration
An illustration is a decoration, interpretation or visual
explanation of a text, concept or process, Contemporary
illustration uses a wide range of styles and techniques,
including drawing, painting, printmaking, collage, montage,
digital design.
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Quite the awesome collection. Modern Illustration made it all
the way to the bottom! An illustration is a drawing, painting
or printed work of art which explains, clarifies, illuminates,
visually represents, or merely decorates a written text, which
may be of a literary or commercial nature.
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Taintor American illustrator Anne Taintor takes on themes like
domestic stereotypes, viewed through the lens of mid-century
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